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Abstract 
       The aim object of our work is present the concept of generalized triple higher reverse derivation 

and prove that every Jordan generalized triple higher reverse derivation of a ring R is generalized 

triple higher reverse derivation of R. 

 

 

 

 

1) Introduction 
      Through this paper R will denoted an associative ring without identity, the set of natural numbers 

including 0 will be denoted by N. 

       A ring R is said to be prime if aRb=(0) implies that a=0 or b=0 where a,bR, and R is 

semiprime in case aRa=(0) implies a=0 [6]. A ring R is called n-torsion free, where n is an integer 

number in case na=0, for aR, implies a=0[6].  

       An additive mapping d: RR is called a derivation ( resp. Jordan derivation ) of R if  

d(ab)=d(a)b + ad(b) (resp. d(a
2
)= d(a)a +ad(a) ) holds for all a,bR, obviously, every derivation is a 

Jordan derivation of R, but the converse need not be true in general. However, in 1957 I.N.Herstein  

[7] proved that on a prime ring with char.(R) 2, every Jordan derivation is a derivation. We 

recalled that an additive mapping d:RR is called triple derivations ( resp. Jordan triple 

derivations) of R if                  

d(abc) = d(a)bc + ad(b)c + abd(c) ( d(aba)= d(a)ba + ad(b)a + abd(a)). In [9] Salih and Haetinger 

presented the concept of triple higher derivation of a ring R as follow D=(di)iN is a family of 

additive mappings of a ring R into itself then D is called triple higher derivation of R if 

dn(abc) = 
 nkji

kji cdbdad )()()(  and proved that every Jordan triple higher derivation of a 2-torsion 

free prime ring R is triple higher derivation of R. 

       B.Hvala [5] in 1998 presented the concept of generalized derivation as follow an additive 

mapping f from R into itself is called generalized derivation (resp. Jordan generalized derivation) if 

there exists a derivation (resp. Jordan derivation) d from R into itself such that f(ab) =f(a)b+ ad(b) 

(resp. f(a
2
) =f(a)a+ ad(a) ) hold for all a,bR. afterworld  M.Ashraf and N.Rehman[1]  in 2000 show 

that in 2-torsion free a ring R  which has a commutatore non-zero divisor every Jordan generalized 

derivation of R is a generalized derivation. M.Ferrero and C.Heatinger [4] in 2002 extended same of 
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the above results to higher derivation, W. Cortes and C.Heatinger [3] presented the generalized 

higher derivation and he proved a result extending Ashraf and Rehman.    

      In [2] Bresar and Vukman introduced the notation of a reverse derivation as an additive mapping 

d from a ring R into itself satisfying d(ab) = d(b)a + bd(a)  for all a,bR, if R is commutative then 

both derivation and reverse derivation are the same. In fact Jordan reverse derivation is the same 

Jordan derivation of a ring R. 

     In [8] M. R. Salih presented the concepts of higher reverse derivations, Jordan higher reverse 

derivations and Jordan triple higher reverse derivations of a ring R and studies the relation among 

them. Also she presented the concepts of generalized higher reverse derivations, Jordan generalized 

higher reverse derivations and Jordan generalized higher triple reverse derivations and proved that 

under center conditions on R every Jordan generalized higher reverse derivation of R is higher 

generalized reverse derivation of R.    

     In this paper we present the concept of generalized triple higher reverse derivations of a ring R if 

R is commutative then both higher derivation and higher reverse derivation are the same. In fact 

Jordan higher triple reverse derivation is the same Jordan higher triple derivation of a ring R. 

Also  we prove that every Jordan generalized triple higher reverse derivation of R is generalized 

triple higher reverse derivation of R, also we prove that every Jordan generalized triple higher 

reverse derivation of prime ring R such that for all x,y,rR, yZ( R)  is generalized higher reverse 

derivation of R. 

      

2) Generalized triple higher reverse derivations on the rings: 
    In this section we study the properties of concepts triple higher reverse derivation and Jordan 

triple higher reverse derivation of a ring. 

  

Definition 2.1: Let F=(fi)iN be a family of additive mappings of a ring R such that f0=IdR. Then F 

is called a generalized triple higher reverse derivation of R if  

               



ni

nkji

kjinn xdydzfxyzfxyzf


)()()()()(    

For all x,y,zR and nN. 

Where D= (di)iN is associative triple higher reverse derivation of R with F. 

D is called Jordan triple higher reverse derivation of if [8] 

                



ni

nkji

kjinn xdydxfxyxfxyxf


)()()()()(  

For all x,yR , nN. 

Where D=(di)iN is associative Jordan triple higher reverse derivation of R with F. 

 

It is clear that every generalized triple higher reverse derivation of R is Jordan generalized triple 

higher reverse derivation of R but the converse is not true in general.  

 

Lemma 1: [4] Let R be a ring and F=(fi) iN be Jordan generalized triple higher reverse derivation 

of R. associative with Jordan triple higher reverse derivation D=(di)iN of R then for all x,y,zR 

and nN 
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   )()()()()()()()()( zdydxfzyxfxdydzfxyzfzyxxyzf kj

ni

nkji

ni

nkji

nkjinn  
 


 

 

 Proof:  

fn((x+z)y(x+z))= fn(x+z)(x+z)y + 



ni

nkji

iji zxdydzxf


)()()(  

                        =fn(x)xy + fn(x)zy + fn(z)xy +fn(z)zy 

+ 



ni

nkji

kjikjikjikji zdydzfxdydzfzdydxfxdydxf


)()()()()()()()()()()()(  

= 



ni

nkji

kjin xdydxfxyxf


)()()()(  + 



ni

nkji

kjin zdydxfzyxf


)()()()( + xyzf n )( + 




ni

nkji

kji xdydzf


)()()(  +  



ni

nkji

kjin zdydzfzyzf


)()()()(                                      …(1) 

On the other hand 

fn((x+z)y(x+z))= fn(xyx + xyz + zyx + zyz) 

         = yxxfn )( +  
 


ni

nkji

ni

nkji

nkjinkji zyxxyzfzdydzfzyzfxdydxf
 

)()()()()()()()(  …(2) 

Comparing (1) and (2) we get  

 fn(xyz+zyx) = fn(z)xy + 



ni

nkji

kji xdydzf


)()()( fn(x)yz+ 


ni

nkji

kji xdydzf


)()()(   

Definition 2.2:  Let F=(fi) iN be Jordan generalized triple higher reverse derivation of R associative 

with Jordan triple higher reverse derivation D=(di)iN of R, for all x,y,zR and nN we define 

                           



ni

nkji

kjinnn xdydzfxyzfxyzfzyx


)()()()()(),,( . 

 

Remark 2.3 :  Note that F=(fi)iN is  generalized triple higher reverse derivation of a ring R 

associative with triple higher reverse derivation D=(di)iN of R if and only if  0),,(  zyxn , for all 

x,y,zR, and nN. 

 

Lemma 2:  Let F=(fi)iN   be Jordan generalized triple higher reverse derivation of a ring R 

associative with Jordan triple higher reverse derivation D=(di)iN of R. Then for all x,y,z,a,b,cR 

and nN 

  i) ),,(),,( xyzzyx nn   

  ii) ),,(),,(),,( zyxzyazyxa nnn   

  iii) ),,(),,(),,( zyxzbxzybx nnn   

  iv)  ),,(),,(),,( zyxcyxzcyx nnn   

Proof: We prove for an example (iii) 

),,( zybxn  = fn(x(b+y)z) – fn(z)x(b+y) - 



ni

nkji

kji xdybdzf


)()()(  
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                     = fn(xbz+xyz) – fn(z)xb – fn(z)xy - 



ni

nkji

kji

ni

nkji

kji xdydzfxdbdzf


)()()()()()(  

                    = fn(xbz) – fn(z)xb - 


ni

nkji

kji xdbdzf


)()()(  + fn(xyz) – fn(z)xy - 


ni

nkji

kji xdydzf


)()()(  

                   =  ),,(),,( zyxzbx nn    

 

3) The main results: 
      In this section we present the main results of this paper where we study the relation between 

Jordan generalized triple higher reverse derivation and generalized triple higher reverse derivation of 

the ring R. Also the relation between Jordan generalized triple higher reverse derivation and 

generalized higher reverse derivation of R. 

 

Theorem 3:  If F=(fi)iN is a Jordan generalized triple higher reverse derivation of R associative 

with Jordan triple higher reverse derivation D=(di)iN of R. Then 0),,(  zyxn , for all x,y,zR 

and nN. 

Proof: By Lemma 1 we get 

    )()()()()()()()()( zdydxfzyxfxdydzfxyzfzyxxyzf kj

ni

nkji

ni

nkji

nkjinn  
 


 

      …(1) 

On the other hand  

    



ni

nkji

kjinnn xdydzfxyzfxyzfzyxxyzf


)()()()()()(                                                                  …(2) 

Comparing (1) and (2) we get 

   



ni

nkji

kjinn xdydzfxyzfxyzf


)()()()()(  

   0)()()()()(  


ni

nkji

kjinn xdydzfxyzfxyzf


 

    0),,(  zyxn . 

 

Corollary 4:  Every Jordan generalized triple higher reverse derivation of R associative with Jordan 

triple higher reverse derivation of R is triple higher reverse derivation of R.  

Proof: By Theorem 3 we get 0),,(  zyxn  and by Remark 2.3 we get the require result. 

 

Proposition 5:  Every Jordan generalized triple higher reverse derivation of prime ring R such that 

for all x,y,rR, yZ( R)  is generalized higher reverse derivation of R. 

Proof: Let F=(fi)iN be Jordan generalized triple higher reverse derivation of R associative with 

Jordan triple higher reverse derivation D=(di)iN of R..    

   fn(xyrxy) = fn(x(yrx)y) 

                   = 
 ntskji

tskji xdydrdxdyf )()()()()(   
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                    =   







nji

nji

ntskji

tskjiji xdydrdxdyfrxyxdyf


)()()()()()()(    

                         



nk

ntskji

tskjin xdydrdxdyfxyrxyd


)()()()()()(        

                          







nji

nts

ntskji

tskjiji xdydrdxdyfxdydxyr


)()()()()()()(                   …(1) 

On the other hand 

fn(xyrxy) =   fn((xy)r(xy)) 

                = 
 nkji

kji xydrdxyf )()()(    

                = fn(xy)rxy + 


ni

nkji

kji xydrdxyf


)()()(  + xydn(r )xy + 


nj

nkji

kji xydrdxyf


)()()(  

                + xyrdn(xy) + 


nk

nkji

kji xydrdxyf


)()()(  

                 = fn(xy)rxy + 




nji

ntskji

tskji xdydrdxdyf


)()()()()(  + 

                  + xydn( r)xy + 


nk

ntskji

tskji xdydrdxdyf


)()()()()(   + 

                  +  







nji

nts

ntskji

tskjiji xdydrdxdyfxdydxyr


)()()()()()()(                        ….(2) 

Comparing (1) and (2) we get 

( fn(xy) 



nji

ji xdyf )()( ) rxy=0 

Since R is prime we get 

fn(xy) 



nji

ji xdyf )()( =0 

Hence D is generalized higher reverse derivation of R. 
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